
smart solutions are not visible, 
but we make sure they are there.
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smart solutions are not visible, 
but we are sure they are there.

LATEST DELIVERIES

SUNSEEKER:

MY No.9, 36m Predator

MY Deseo, 40m

MY Anyuta, 40m

MY Renewal 2, 36m Predator

MY Willpower, 36m Predator 

HEESEN YACHTS:

MY My Sky, 51 m

MY Elena, 47m

MY Crazy me, 50m

MY Secret, 47m

MY Galactica+, 34m

MOONEN YACHTS:

MY Rusalina, 28,5m refit

MY SJS, 22m refit

MY Moonen 100 Explorer, 30m

MY Sofia, 42m

MY My Way, 25m
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MY Secret

Heesen Yachts
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our installations are not visible, 
but you know they are there.

SY Lady B

Vitters Shipyard

Photography: Rick Tomlinson

LATEST DELIVERIES

VITTERS SHIPYARD:

SY Ganesha, 46m

SY Aglaia, 66m

SY Marie, 55m

SY Lady B, 44m

SY Nirvana, 53m 

BALTIC YACHTS:

SY Inukshuk, 33m

SY Doryan, 36m 

XTENDERS:

Tender DNA 380, 16,1m
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devoted to the ultimate 
entertainment experience

AV ON DEMAND 

Fully integrated audio/video systems, streaming video and music on demand, 

full-speed Internet acces and satellite TV/Radio on board; that’s what yachts 

and superyachts owners can expect from Tijssen Elektro. 

CUSTOMIZED SYSTEMS

Tijssen Elektro supplies and installs exclusive audio/video systems, perfectly 

integrated with the latest must-haves in the field of marine entertainment. 

There is a wide range of high-end audio/video equipment available that 

enables Tijssen Elektro to customize a system exacty the way the owner wants. 

AV EXPERIENCE

For an all-round experience; lie back, relax and enjoy the ultimate AV 

adventure in every cabin of the yacht.
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Maritime Personal Assistant 
MPA®

MPA

The MPA® alarm and monitoring system gives you access to on-board 

information about the yacht. A yacht shouldn’t  be without such a system, 

because it makes the life of captain and crew much easier. MPA makes it 

possible to closely monitor the yacht’s performance, safety and control over 

almost all the electrical systems.

The following components can be monitored with the MPA system:

• Power Control

• Battery System

• Tank sounding system

• Pumps

• Circuit breakers

• Alarm system

• Generator control

• Hydraulic system

• Engine room fans

• Freshwater pressure

• Air pressure

• Navigation lights

• Fire system

• Deck lights

• Camera system

• Navigation page

• Doors and hatches
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INTEGRATED BRIDGE ENGINEERING

always on the right track

NAVIGATION & COMMUNICATION

With the navigation and communication equipment of Tijssen Elektro, we 

make sure that you are always on the right track. Tijssen Elektro is specialized in 

engineering, supplying, installing and commissioning complete packages of 

navigation, communication and radar equipment for yachts and superyachts. 

With a wide choice of products, Tijssen Elektro can meet all today’s safety and 

reliability requirements. Together with the other disciplines, we are able to 

custom-build and supply fully integrated bridges.

As an authorized service dealer for all excellent A-class brands, Tijssen 

Elektro can provide a wide range of advanced products. We attempt to 

deliver a solution for every wish or question. Our goal is to exceed owners

expectations.

WE ARE ONLY ONE CALL AWAY…

The after sales department of Tijssen Elektro takes care of all questions and 

enhancements of our systems on board. Highly trained engineers travel all over 

the world to carry out service and maintenance jobs on board. In collaboration 

with our partners we provide worldwide assistance, anyplace, anywhere.

NAVIGATION &
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intelligence on board

www.tijssen-elektro.nl

As a turn-key system integrator, Tijssen Elektro feels at home on board 

of luxurious yachts. Our knowledge of electrical engineering is of the 

highest international level. Experts who are involved in each phase 

of yacht building: from design and engineering, to installation and 

integration. 

Our multidisciplinary provision of services extends from state-of-the-

art audio/video and clever domotics, to complex ship installations 

and ingenious data networks. Each and every one being sustainable, 

demanding and efficient solutions, which are often concealed, but are 

always recognized by our clients: that is typical Tijssen. 


